We extend previous relativistic mean-field (RMF) calculations of multi-K nuclei, using vector boson fields with SU(3) PPV coupling constants and scalar boson fields constrained phenomenologically. For a given core nucleus, the resultingK separation energy BK, as well as the associated nuclear andK-meson densities, saturate with the number κ ofK mesons for κ > κ sat ∼ 10. Saturation appears robust against a wide range of variations, including the RMF nuclear model used and the type of boson fields mediating the strong interactions. Because BK generally does not exceed 200 MeV, it is argued that multi-K nuclei do not compete with multihyperonic nuclei in providing the ground state of strange hadronic configurations, and that kaon condensation is unlikely to occur in strong-interaction self-bound strange hadronic matter. Last, we explore possibly self-bound strange systems made of neutrons andK 0 mesons, or protons and K − mesons, and study their properties.
I. INTRODUCTION AND OVERVIEW
Kaon condensation in dense matter was proposed over 20 years ago by Kaplan and Nelson [1, 2] . It is necessary to distinguish in this context between K mesons andK mesons which interact quite differently with matter. The empirical evidence from K − atoms is that thē K-nuclear interaction is strongly attractive, and absorptive as well, with typical values of 150−200 MeV attraction at nuclear-matter density ρ 0 , as reviewed recently by Friedman and Gal [3] . A strong nuclear attraction of somewhat less than 100 MeV at ρ 0 for K − mesons, compared to a weak repulsion of order 25 MeV for K + mesons, follows from observations of enhanced near-threshold production of K − mesons in proton-nucleus collisions at GSI [4] .
This weakly repulsive nature of the K + -nuclear interactions was quantified a long time ago, starting with Dover and Moffa [5] , and is also reviewed in Ref. [3] . Given the distinction between the nuclear interactions of K mesons andK mesons, the term kaon condensation is used loosely here and elsewhere to meanK condensation.
Neutron stars, with a density range extending over several times ρ 0 , offer the most natural dense systems where kaon condensation could be realized; see Refs. [6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11] for comprehensive reviews of past work. We note that in Heaven, for neutron stars, weak-interaction time scales of order 10 −8 s and longer are operative, enabling strangeness-changing processes such as e − → K − + ν e to transform high-pressure dense electrons to K − mesons once the effective mass of K − mesons drops down below approximately 200 MeV. Under some optimal conditions, recalling thatK mesons undergo attraction of order 100 MeV per density unit of ρ 0 [12] , kaon condensation could occur at densities about 3ρ 0 , depending on the way hyperons enter the constituency of neutron stars as first recognised by Ellis, Knorren and Prakash [13] . However, on Earth under laboratory conditions, strong-interaction time scales of order 10 −23 s are operative; processes of equilibration and hadronization subsequent to dense-matter formation in heavy-ion collisions occur over much shorter times than those controlling the composition of neutron stars. If antikaons bind strongly to nuclei, according to a scenario spelled out recently by Yamazaki et al. [14] , thenK mesons might provide the relevant physical degrees of freedom for self-bound strange hadronic matter that would then be realized as multi-K nuclei. It requires that theK separation energy BK beyond some threshold value of strangeness exceeds m K c 2 + µ N − m Λ c 2 > ∼ 320 MeV, where µ N is the nucleon chemical potential, thus allowing for the conversion Λ →K + N in matter.
For this strong binding, Λ and Ξ hyperons would no longer combine macroscopically with nucleons to compose the more conventional kaon-free form of strange hadronic matter [15] .
K mesons will then condense macroscopically. However, the nuclear densities encountered in these strange hadronic nuclei are somewhat less than the typical 3ρ 0 threshold required to lower sufficiently theK energy in matter to reach condensation. Yet, precursor phenomena to kaon condensation in nuclear matter could occur at lower densities as soon as BK exceeds
MeV. In this case, the only mechanism underlying the widths of multi-K states is the fairly weak conversionKNN → ΛN.
Recently we have reported on preliminary calculations of multi-K nuclear configurations [16] using the relativistic mean-field (RMF) methodology, constrained byK-nucleus phenomenology. It was found that the nuclear andK densities behave regularly on increasing the number of antikaons embedded in the nuclear medium, without any indication for abrupt or substantial increase, and that theK separation energy saturates. Roughly speaking, the heavier the nucleus is, the more antikaons it takes to saturate the separation energies, but [17, 18, 19] , it was deemed unlikely that kaon condensation occurs in nuclear matter. This leaves antikaons in multi-K nuclei comfortably above the range of energies appropriate to (hyperonic) strange hadronic matter [15] . In the present article we discuss the full scope of these calculations demonstrating the robustness of this saturation property. In particular we study the sensitivity of the results to the nuclear equation of state used, through the nonlinear RMF version employed, and the role of "hidden strangeness" isoscalar meson fields beyond the standard isoscalar, scalar (σ), and vector (ω) meson fields. Although both σ-and ω-meson fields mediate attraction betweenK mesons and nucleons, they play different roles for the interactions withinK mesons, similarly to the pattern well known for nucleons. The σ meson induces attraction, whereas the ω meson induces repulsion. If theK-meson couplings were exclusively limited to scalar-meson fields, the resultingK-meson separation energies would not have saturated. However, chiral model studies ofKN low-energy phenomenology give a clear evidence in favor of the lowest-order Tomozawa-Weinberg vector interaction, which in terms of meson exchanges is equivalent to vector-meson exchanges with purely F-type SU (3) pseudoscalar-pseudoscalar-vector (PPV) vertices [19] . Our philosophy in this work is to use these vector-meson fields coupling constants as they are, augmenting theK-nucleus vector interaction by additional scalar couplings such that BK ∼ 100 − 150 MeV holds for single-K nuclei. We find no precursor behavior to kaon condensation forK mesons in self-bound nuclear matter.
We also explore in this work exotic strange self-bound configurations whereK mesons are bound to either neutrons or protons. The simple example of a quasibound K − pp system (and thus also its charge-symmetric partnerK 0 nn) recently calculated solving Faddeev coupledchannel equations [20, 21, 22] , clearly demonstrates thatK mesons can bind together nuclear clusters that are otherwise unbound. The point here is that the underlying K − p andK 0 n interactions (each with equally mixed I = 0 and I = 1 components) provide considerably more attraction than the purely I = 1 K − n andK 0 p interactions. The RMF calculations reported here start with eight neutrons, showing that a finite number of neutrons can be made self bound by adding together a fewK 0 mesons, withK separation energies of order BK ∼ 50 − 100 MeV. We study the role of the isovector ρ meson in stabilizing these exotic configurations, owing to its role in distinguishing between the underlying I = 0 and I = 1 KN interactions. We find that the emergent stable neutron configurations are more tightly bound than in the corresponding ordinary nuclei with N ≈ Z along the stability valley, and the neutron single-particle spectra display substantial rearrangement. However, these exotic configurations are found to be unstable against charge-exchangeK
In Sec. II we briefly outline the RMF methodology and discuss theK coupling constants to the meson fields used in the present calculations. Results are shown and discussed in Sec. III forK separation energies and density distributions, also displaying the dependence on the type of nonlinear RMF model used and the contribution of specific meson fields to the energy systematics and particularly to maintaining saturation in a robust way. A separate subsection is devoted to the study of exotic multi-K "nuclei" with neutrons only. Again, binding energies and densities are discussed, plus rearrangement features of the neutrons in theK-extended mean field. We conclude with a brief summary in Sec. IV. 
Here,
and K (K † ) denotes the kaon (antikaon) doublet. To be specific, we discuss K − -nuclear systems. Similar expressions hold forK 0 mesons. In addition to a scalar-meson field σ and to vector-meson fields ω and ρ normally used in purely nuclear RMF calculations, we also considered meson fields that couple exclusively to strangeness degrees of freedom, a scalar σ * , and a vector φ. Standard techniques yield a coupled system of equations of motion for nucleons and all meson mean fields involved; we refer the reader to our earlier work [16] for details. Here it suffices to recall that the presence ofK meson(s) induces additional source terms in the Klein-Gordon (KG) equations for the meson (mean) fields. In the case of K − mesons, the source terms contain the K − density
where
Hence, theK mesons modify the scalar and vector potentials that enter the Dirac equation for nucleons, thus leading to rearrangement of the nuclear core. The polarized nucleons, in turn, modify theK-nucleus interaction. This calls for a self-consistent procedure for solving the equations of motion.
In our model, the KG equation of motion for the K − meson acquires the form
with the K − self-energy given by
Of the three terms on the right-hand side (rhs) of Eq. (5), the first one is a scalar-meson contribution, whereas the other two terms are vector-meson contributions. The scalar contribution is sometimes lumped together with the kaon mass m K to form a density-dependent
Finally, to account for K − absorption in the nuclear medium, the self-energy (4) was made complex by adding Im Π K − and the real energy E K − was replaced by E K − − iΓ K − /2. The imaginary part of the self-energy, Im Π K − , was taken from optical model phenomenology, with a strength fitted to K − atomic data [23] and with energy dependence that follows the reduced phase space for the decaying initial state. We assumed two-body final-state kinematics for the decay products in the absorption channels
with branching ratios indicated in parentheses [17, 18] .
The set of coupled equations containing the Dirac equation for nucleons, the KG equations for the meson mean fields and for antikaons was solved fully self-consistently using an iterative procedure. This appeared crucial for the proper evaluation of the dynamical effects in nuclei with κ (κ = 1, 2, 3, · · · )K mesons. TheK separation energy
where B(A, Z, κK) is the binding energy of the κK-nuclear system, contains mean-field contributions due to rearrangement of the nuclear core.
B. Choice of parameters
For the nucleonic Lagrangian density L N we used the RMF parameter sets NL-SH [24] and NL-TM1(2) [25] which have been successfully used in numerous calculations of various nuclear systems. For the (anti-)kaon coupling constants to the vector-meson fields, we used a purely F-type SU(3) symmetry, α V ≡ F/(F + D) = 1:
where the value of g ρπ is due to the ρ → 2π decay width. As mentioned in Sec. I, this choice corresponds to the underlying Tomozawa-Weinberg lowest-order term in chiral perturbation theory [19] . The value of g SU(3) ωK = 3.02 adopted here is considerably lower than the quarkmodel (QM) value applied to NL-SH, g ωK = 1 3 g NL−SH ωN = 4.32, which was used in our previous work [16] , and we consider it to be the minimal value suggested by theory. TheK RMF vector potential at threshold in nuclear matter is then given, in the static approximation, by using the last two terms on the rhs of Eq. (5):
with m ω = 783 MeV and ρ of nuclei, there is no consensus on its microscopic origin, except that QCD sum-rules do produce strong scalar condensates. Modern NN potentials using chiral perturbation theory guidelines obtain a rather strong isoscalar-scalar two-pion exchange contribution involving excitation of ∆(1232) in intermediate states [28] . A similar two-pion exchange contribution forKN, involving the excitation of K * (892), cannot be excluded at present. In the absence of QCD sum-rule determinations of g σK , one relies for an order of magnitude estimate on simplified models such as the QM, giving rise to g 
using the values m σ = 526.1 MeV from NL-SH and ρ s 0 ≈ 0.9ρ 0 , where ρ s 0 is the scalar density. Our choice of g σK is conceptually different, fitting g σK to several selected values of K separation energy BK in nuclear systems with a singleK meson. These fitted values, all of which were considerably lower than the QM value, are specified in the next section. Thus, our scalar potentials are viewed as a supplement to the minimal vector potentials discussed above to scan overK nuclear binding energies in a given energy range, without imparting any microscopic meaning to these scalar potentials. We also tested the effect of adding another scalar-meson field that couples exclusively to strangeness, "hidden strangeness" σ * meson with mass m σ * = 980 MeV, and coupling constant g σ * K = 2.65 determined from [12] .
III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

A. Saturation ofK binding energies and hadronic densities
Following the observation made in Ref. [16] thatK binding energies, as well as nuclear andK densities, saturate on increasing the number κ ofK mesons, we have explored how robust this saturation is. In particular we studied, for several selected nuclei across the removed by considering nK 0 (or pK − ) multi-K nuclei, where both isospin channels assume equal weight, so that the stronger I = 0 component may provide sufficient attraction to overcome the insufficient attraction in purely neutron matter. We therefore studied exotic configurations consisting solely ofK 0 mesons bound to neutrons. Our calculations confirmed thatK mesons can bind together systems of nucleons that otherwise are unbound.
In Fig. 5 , we compare the separation energies BK in 16n+κK 0 and in 8n+κK 0 exotic multi-K configurations with BK in 16 O+κK − multi-K nuclei, most of which were calculated in the NL-SH RMF model with the "canonical" g vK coupling constants of Eq. (8) for this system does not introduce complications due to possible overlap between antikaons, because the mean-square radius of K − is less than half of the corresponding quantity for the proton [30, 31] .
Given the compressed nuclear densities plotted in Fig. 6 , we show in Fig. 7 the calculated neutron single-particle energy levels in 16 O, in 16 O+κK − and in 8n+κK 
IV. SUMMARY
In the main part of this work, we studied several dynamical aspects of multi-K nuclear states within RMF methodology. In particular, we discussed in detail the saturation pattern ofK separation energies and nuclear densities on increasing the number of antikaons embedded in the nuclear medium. Saturation was demonstrated to be a robust feature of multi-K nuclei. The saturated values of BK, for "natural" values of meson-field coupling constants were found generally to be below 200 MeV, considerably short of the threshold value ≈320 MeV needed for the onset of kaon condensation under laboratory conditions.
We conclude, consistently with our earlier conjecture [16] , thatK mesons do not provide the physical "strangeness" degrees of freedom for self-bound strange dense matter.
We first explored contributions of specific meson mean fields to theK separation energy We also verified that the saturation behavior of BK is qualitatively independent of the RMF model applied to the nucleonic sector. The onset of saturation was found to depend on the atomic number. Generally, the heavier the nucleus is, the more antikaons it takes to saturate their separation energies.
The saturation phenomenon found for theK separation energy is also reflected in the nucleon and antikaon density distributions, with the assertions made above remaining valid.
The saturation of the nuclear density in multi-K nuclei manifests itself in the behavior of thē K effective mass distribution in the nuclear medium. We stress that in the case of antikaons the concept of nuclear matter is far from being realized even in such a heavy nucleus as 208 Pb. Specifically, the reduction of m * K (r) on addingK mesons is pronounced only within a small region around the nuclear center.
In the second part of this work, we studied exotic configurations consisting exclusively of neutrons andK 0 mesons. We demonstrated that a finite number of neutrons can be made self-bound by adding fewK 0 mesons, with the resulting nuclear configurations more tightly bound than ordinary nuclei. Saturation of BK0 was found for these exotic configurations
too. Yet, these exotic configurations consisting exclusively of neutrons andK 0 mesons lie high in the continuum of the less exotic multi-K configurations based on nuclear cores along the nuclear valley of stability.
In conclusion, over a wide range of variations our calculations do not indicate any precursor phenomena to kaon condensation in self-bound strange nuclear systems.
